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Once again, I would like to welcome back everyone to the MWH newsletter! We 

appreciate our employees taking the time to read this document to learn more 

about the amazing things happening here at MWH and let me just say there  

are many!

But before turning the page to start reading about our many accomplishments, 

I would like to first call attention to what is MWH’s greatest accomplishment — 

our PEOPLE. It is no secret that these last twelve months have been some of the 

most challenging that most of us have ever or ever will experience. Yet, despite 

this, the last year was one of our most successful as a company and that was 

only made possible by the quality of our people. You navigated the stress of a 

changing work environment and the deployment of new processes superbly, 

so I would like to personally thank each one of you for your continued efforts 

in keeping MWH a leader in the water/wastewater industry. Also, I would like to 

extend additional gratitude to all our craftworkers. While it was a blessing that 

our work was always deemed essential, we cannot thank our people in the field 

Due to your efforts communities 
across the country never had to fear 
that they would be without clean, 
usable water. 
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enough for pressing on during a global pandemic, not having the option to work-

from-home. You all are the perfect demonstration of our core value “Make a 

Difference,” because due to your efforts communities across the country never 

had to fear that they would be without clean, usable water. THANK YOU!   

   

As we learned, essential industries such as ours, while stressed, came out 

of the last year poised to grow at a faster pace than ever before. Let us use 

this momentum and newfound respect to encourage those around us that 

construction and specifically the water industry is a place where a person can 

create true, impactful change, all moving toward BUILDING A BETTER WORLD.  

I look forward to seeing many of you in person once more. Welcome back  

— see you soon!



Project Update 

SFPUC BIOSOLIDS 
DIGESTER FACILITIES 
PROJECT

The San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission (SFPUC) Biosolids 
Project is just completing the Final 
Completion efforts for Scope 1 work, 
which included four work packages 
consisting of approximately $50M 
of demo and utility relocation work 
to prepare the site for the scope 
two work. This first scope achieved 
75% LBE (local business enterprise) 
participation, exceeding the 12% 
program goal, along with achieving 
75% apprenticeship -- 1.5 times more 
than the goal.

For scope 2 work, two packages 
are under contract totaling over 
$210M for the foundations ($200M) 
and the temporary power ($11M) 
package. Moving forward into a 
phased procurement, we will be 
buying out building 610, totaling 
approximately $310M. With the NTE 
due on September 8, it is “all hands-on 
deck” to get the entirety of the NTE 

assembled and continue to comply 
with all the contract requirements. 
Statistically, the digester structure 
consists of five modified-egg anaerobic 
digesters that are each 68’ in diameter 
and 95’ tall, digester cooling systems, 
and an electrical and control room. 
Overall, building 610 is 460’ by 129’. 
With two full basement levels, there are 
over 30,000 cubic yards of concrete 
and 48,000 linear feet of process piping 
which will require 300,000 field hours 
to complete.
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MWH is pleased to welcome 
Kathryn Mallon, PE as our Chief of 
Staff. Kathryn has over 30 years 
of water and wastewater industry 
experience and is one of the 
most talented and accomplished 
professionals in the water and 
wastewater industry. In her new 
role as Chief of Staff, Kathryn has 
been involved in reorganizing our 
Construction Services Group to 
better serve our clients’ needs. 
Moving forward, Kathryn will serve 
as the Executive Director for our 
SFPUC Biosolids project, where 
she provides executive oversight 
and accountability to the SFPUC 
General Manager.

“Kathryn is singularly focused on 
providing value and efficiency in all 
she does,” said Blair Lavoie, CEO 

and President of MWH. “Her addition to the MWH 
management team adds valuable experience and 
capabilities to support our growth initiatives in the 
water construction marketplace. We couldn’t be 
more excited to have her come back to MWH at 
this critical time in our development.”

Kathryn began her professional career at MWH 
Americas in 1991 and, in 2008, ended her first 
tenure with MWH as the National Design Practice 
Leader, responsible for the standardization of 
design delivery and quality management across 
the U.S. Kathryn also 
served as MWH’s Program 
Manager supporting 
the NYC Department 
of Environmental 
Protection’s development 
and implementation of 
program management 
best practices for their 
$14B, 10-year  
capital program. 

Kathryn then took a position as Deputy 
Commissioner for the NYC Department of 
Environmental Protection’s Bureau of Engineering 
Design and Construction. Kathryn managed 
a staff of 500 engineers, scientists, and other 
professionals responsible for delivery of the 

Kathryn rejoins 
MWH with decades 
of water industry 
accomplishments

MWH WELCOMES 
KATHRYN MALLON,PE AS 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - 
CHIEF OF STAFF FOCUSED 
ON SPECIAL PROJECTS

City’s 10-year, $14B water and wastewater 
capital construction program which included 
major tunnels, treatment works, pump stations, 
pipelines, and bridges. In this role, Kathryn 
oversaw some of the largest infrastructure 
projects in the U.S and led a major overhaul of 
the capital program. Throughout her tenure, 
Kathryn expanded in-house capacity in design 
and construction management, increasing the 
agencies self perform work by over $1B with no 
increase in head count. 

In her final year with the City, Kathryn was 
named the Director of Housing Recovery, 
responsible for managing the housing response 
effort in NYC in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Sandy – at the time, the second worst natural 
disaster in U.S. history. In this role, she directed 
over 200 City and consultant staff in day-to-
day operations and coordinated with dozens 
of city, state, and federal agencies. She led the 
development and implementation of a first-
of-its-kind, $700M housing recovery program 
restoring utility services to 20,000 residential 
units, in under 100 days. The Program is now a 
model for disaster recovery programs across 
the U.S.

After leaving NYC, Kathryn was the Program 
Director for Bloomberg LP, managing the 
design and construction of Bloomberg LP’s 
new European Headquarters in the heart of 
Central London. This building is one of the most 
complex, state-of-the-art facilities ever designed 
and built and set a new bar of excellence for 
office design and innovative construction 
delivery. After completing this project, Kathryn 
was appointed Executive Director for the Delta 
Conveyance Design and Construction Authority 
(DCA) in 2019. Kathryn launched this new 
governmental authority to deliver engineering 
services in support of the planning, design, and 
construction of the Delta Conveyance Program. 
Delta Conveyance is an over $20B water 
program to deliver Sacramento River water via 
a 40-mi tunnel to a connection point within the 
existing California State Water Project System.

Kathryn is singularly focused 
on providing value and efficiency in all 
she does.. We couldn’t be more excited 
to have her come back to MWH at this 
critical time in our development.

- BLAIR LAVOIE
CEO and President of MWH
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In December 2020, MWH was awarded a contract from 
North Texas Municipal Water District to convert the 
Wylie Water Treatment Plant into a biologically active 
filtration process and add structural and mechanical 
improvements. This $136M CMAR project consists of four 
phases and will require the coordination of three different 
design teams (Jacobs, Carollo, and HDR). We will utilize 
four phased GMPs to help streamline our schedule, with 
the first to be approved in mid-July.  We will break ground 
in November and completion is anticipated for late 2024. 

There is a lot of work to be done at Wylie Water Treatment 
Plant. The structural and mechanical improvements 
include replacing roofs and overflow structures for two 
240-foot diameter concrete clearwells, construction 
of magnetic flow meter vaults, new water pumps, a 
calcium thiosulfate system, and large diameter pipe 
and valves installation. There will be biological active 
filtration improvements starting in September 2022 with 
installation of large new diameter piping and valves, 
construction of concrete meter vaults, concrete chemical 
trenches and other structures, two chlorine contact 
basins, and clearwell. Preconstruction services for an 
ammonia systems improvement project were also added 
into the scope via change order after the initial award. 

MWH AWARDED WYLIE WATER TREATMENT PLANT CONTRACT
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The City of 
Beaumont, 
California 
Embarks on an 
Ambitious Plan 
to Increase 
Water Quality, 
its Treatment 
Capacity 
and Address 
a Regulatory 
Order

Reverse Osmosis (RO) is widely used to treat wastewater as it 
effectively removes salts and contaminants resulting in brine, 
a highly concentrated solution of salts and contaminants 
separated from treated water with RO membranes. Due to 
the need for increased water quality, treatment capacity, and 
a Regulatory Order by the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (SARWQCB), the City of Beaumont, California 
upgraded its wastewater treatment plant from 4 mgd to 6mgd 
and designed and built a 12-inch, 23-mile brine line (pipeline) 
that connects to the Inland Empire pipeline, a spur of the Santa 
Ana Regional Interceptor (SARI) a pipeline constructed to 
protect the Santa Ana River Watershed. 

Totaling $58M the Wastewater Treatment upgrade project 
includes two phases. Phase I, completed in 2020, consisted 
of the demolition of an aeration basin, and the construction 
of the process building, process tanks, fine screens, grit trap, 

headworks addition and the installation of piping 
within unpaved areas. Phase II, which is scheduled 
to be completed in 2021, consists of the demolition 
of four other aeration basins, existing filters and 
the construction of a new equalization basin, two 
additional aeration basin tanks, new sludge feed pump 
station, a new sludge blower, existing clarifier tanks, 
and solids handling facility and a loading structure. The 
project also included habitat conservation at Cooper’s 
Creek, a small creek that is just downstream of the 
City’s Wastewater Treatment Plant. 

As one of the largest infrastructure projects that 
the City has ever embarked on, MWH provided 
construction management (CM) services which 
included civil, mechanical, electrical and specialty 
inspection, project oversight and resident engineering. 
Through a proactive CM approach, MWH provided 
schedule, budget, and quality control, safety services, 
document control, bidding services, traffic control, 
evaluation of the MBR performance and warranty, 
systems integration, and commissioning and start-
up services. Additional services included inter-
agency coordination activities, and Maintenance 
of Plant Operations (MOPO) and project closeout. 
Additionally, MWH provided claims mitigation and risk 
management, training for City staff, and community 
outreach for this important project. “By bringing in 
the three General Contractors on the project to work 
collaboratively to resolve issues with the least impact 
to the project, allowed for the MWH CM Team to 
identify potential issues early and proactively plan to 
mitigate them” says Construction Manager,  
Edmond Sayegh, P.E.

The existing facility originally built in 1929, like many 
throughout the U.S. had outlived its production life 
with process systems and had equipment failing prior 
to and during construction. This required the Owner 
to make costly repairs to old equipment that was to 
be removed from service either in Phase I or Phase II, 
straining the City’s overall project budget. To enhance 
the design, the project sequencing as outlined by the 
Design Engineer’s specifications was altered. MWH CM 
staff, worked closely with City staff, the Design Engineer 
and Contractor and vetted the overall schedule looking 
for efficiencies that kept the facility in compliance and 
operation despite equipment challenges. 

A major component of the project that was found to be 
a long-term reliable and financially feasible solution for 
the removal and disposal of the brine from the WWTP 
was the design and construction of a 12-inch, 23-mile 
pipeline totaling $25.2M. The pipeline alignment travels 
through two counties (San Bernardino and Riverside), 
nine separate municipal jurisdictions, including the cities 
of Beaumont, Calimesa, Redlands, Loma Linda, and San 
Bernardino and through Caltrans and BNSF Railway right-
of-way.  Most of the pipeline was installed using an open 
trench method except to cross railroad tracks, highways, 
culverts, creeks/rivers, and other sensitive locations. The 
total construction footprint encompasses approximately 
154 acres and crosses urban, rural, agricultural, coastal 
sage scrub, desert and grasslands. The brine pipeline 
complied with all environmental and cultural monitoring 
and mitigation requirements and was completed ahead 
of schedule. 

Working closely with the City, MWH staff identified 
potential issues and initiated weekly task force meetings. 
Daily startup calls were also implemented that helped 
coordinate efforts with utilities and other stakeholders 
to ensure that all parties were included in project 
communications. This helped “stave off what could have 
been major issues in regard to schedule and budget 
for the project”, says Sayegh. “We collaborated with 
the Design Engineer in finding solutions to hundreds of 
unforeseen conditions encountered at the underground 
duct banks/yard at the plant and throughout the  
pipeline installation.”

The development and design of this new WWTP will 
provide the City of Beaumont with increased capacity 
to serve future populations. It also brings the City’s 
WWTP into compliance with the Regulatory Order, avoids 
fines for over capacity flows, increases water quality 
standards for recycled water, allows for timely, increased 
reporting and helps the City ensure the safe disposal of 
brine throughout 2040.

The City of Beaumont’s WWTP 
Expansion and Salt Mitigation 
Project consists of upgrading the 
treatment system and expanding 
the capacity of the city of 
Beaumont’s WWTP as required 
by the Santa Ana Regional Water 
Quality Control Board (SARWQCB). 
The project includes WWTP 
upgrades, and a 12-in diameter, 
23-mile brine waste disposal 
gravity pipeline.

CITY OF BEAUMONT WWTP EXPANSION  
& SALT MITIGATION PROJECT
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Construction Bid Costs: $53.3M WWTP + 
$24.7M Brine Pipeline

Construction Final Costs: $58M WWTP + 
$25.2M Brine Pipeline

Project Dates: 2018-2022

Services Provided: Construction  
Management Services



Grand Opening
MWH Kicked off the summer with a bang! 

In March of 2021, the MWH corporate 
office officially made its move to 8001 
Arista Place in Broomfield, CO. Our new 
headquarters is in a prime location with 
plenty of food, coffee, and a hotel for our 
visiting MWH Employees, located just a 
couple of blocks down with a welcoming 
and accommodating staff. The following 
months were spent with a collaborative 
team creating the space that MWH was 
proud to present at the grand opening 
on June-17th. Through the efforts of 
Mark Crouser, Shannon Rowley, Pete 
Rowley, Kevin Hoskins, Linda Gieseman, 
Chad Carmichael, David Jackson, Lana 
Piskorowski, Stephanie Cummins, Aubrey 
Collins, Nicole Carlson, and Chanelle 

New Headquarter Office with 

Phelps, the passion put into the new space was evident 
as we opened the doors to all employees for the  
first time. 

Before MWH, the space was the headquarters for 
the Gordon Biersch restaurant. This makes the space 
particularly special to the company as many principal 
decisions were made on behalf of MWH in the 
restaurant. Due to this special connection, our move 
to this new location was a natural transition. The bar 
located in the front of the office was also a staple of 
the previous occupants that MWH decided to keep. 

Celebrates

A special thanks is due to all MWH 
employees. Without your cooperation 
and assistance, this would not have 
been possible. We see this new shared 
space as a place to foster a sense 
of community and togetherness as 
MWH continues moving forward in our 
pursuit of excellence! 
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HILLARY HOLMES
Project Engineering Manager 
Hillary holds her B.S. in Civil Engineering from Texas A&M University and her 
MAT in Secondary Education and Physics from National Louis University. She 
also has her P.E. Hillary has been with MWH for nearly 10 years and is a project 
manager at the TRA project in Dallas, Texas. 

LINDSEY RAFTER
C&SU Manager 
Lindsey holds her B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Montana Tech of the 
University of Montana and holds her P.E. in Electrical Engineering. She has been 
with MWH for 9 years and in the C&SU team for the past 2 ½ years focusing on 
system integration, instrumentation and electrical aspects of commissioning 
and start-up. Lindsey lives in Wyoming, but you can find her traveling all over to 
our various job sites. 

KENDALL MOORE
HR Business Partner II 
Kendall holds a B.A. in Psychology from Metropolitan State University of Denver. 
She also holds several AIRS certifications in recruiting. Kendall has 14 years’ 
experience as a Senior Recruiter with the past 5 years at MWH. In Kendall’s new 
role she will be picking up mobility and immigration responsibilities in addition 
to recruiting.

AMBER CREASEY
Proposal Manager I 
Amber holds a B.S. in History from the University of Colorado and a master’s 
degree in acupuncture and oriental medicine. Amber has several years’ 
experience supporting corporate and government leadership in a variety of 
roles. She has been with MWH for 2 years as a Proposal Coordinator and will be 
stepping into a Proposal Manager role.

JOSH HORTON
Project Engineer II 
Josh holds a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Dartmouth. 
Josh has been with MWH for 3 ½ years and is currently participating in 
The Method Program. He’s currently in Broomfield for a 6-month rotation in 
estimating and central project engineering.
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Congratulations!

ASHLYN COUTURE
Project Engineering Manager
Ashlyn holds her B.S. in Construction Management from Roger Williams 
University. She has 13 years’ experience and has been with MWH for just over 3 
years. She is currently leading the preconstruction efforts on our Wylie,  
Texas project.

CHANELLE PHELPS
Proposal Coordinator 
Chanelle holds a B.A. degree in Liberal Arts and Ethnic/Women’s Studies from 
Colorado State University. Chanelle has been with MWH for 2 years and just 
transitioned from Administrative Assistant to Proposal Coordinator. She is 
located in the Broomfield, Colorado office.

ESTHER NADARAJAN
C&SU Engineer III 
Esther holds a B.S. in Civil Engineering and a M.S. in Environmental Engineering 
both from Southern Methodist University. Esther is also a registered P.E. She 
joined MWH as an intern and has been with the company for 8 years. Esther is 
part of the C&SU team and is currently working on the Metro project in Denver. 

AMANDA HOOSER
Project Manager I 
Amanda holds her B.S. in Construction Engineering Management from Oregon 
State University. Amanda joined MWH last year and has been working down in 
Texas, both at TRA and closing out Stewart Creek.  

JOHN LISMAN
Proposal and Marketing Department Manager  
John holds his B.A. and M.A. in English Literature from Indiana 
University and University of Colorado, respectfully, and an MBA from 
the University of Colorado. John has been with MWH for 2 years as a 
Proposal Manager based in the Broomfield office. John will be leading 
the proposal and marketing group.

MATTHEW SCHELLBERG
Senior C&SU Engineer 
Matt holds a B.S. in Civil Engineering from Northeastern University and has 
his P.E. in Instrumentation & Controls. He’s been with MWH for 3 years and is 
currently participating in The Method program. Matt is getting ready to head to 
the Sun River project for Slayden.
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SLAYDEN 
WINS 
ROSE 

SAFETY 
AWARD

Slayden took home 1st Place in the Utility 
Infrastructure Division for the AGC’s Oregon-
Columbia Chapter’s ROSE (Recognition of 
Safety Excellence) Award at the end of 2020. 
This award recognizes chapter leaders 
in safety programs and processes and 
rewards safety excellence and outstanding 
performance. The judges acknowledged 
Slayden’s understanding of and commitment 
to a strong safety plan and appreciated our 
frank talk and real-world examples.

Slayden is now competing for the national 
AGC Construction Safety Excellence Awards 
(CSEA), sponsored by Willis Towers Watson. 
Winners will be announced in  
September 2021.

Congratulations to all our safety, craft, and 
project management personnel for keeping 
Slayden’s jobsites safe.

THE BDFP TEAM CELEBRATES EARTH DAY
Our Biosolids Digester Facilities Project (BDFP) Team 
in San Francisco recently engaged in a successful team 
building, tree planting event this April in honor of Earth 
Month. Five half-wine-barrels of 20 plants sourced from 
local nurseries in the Bayview of San Francisco were 
brought on site.  The team plans to have these plants be 
permanent fixtures on site and look forward to watching 
them grow and flourish as the project progresses.  

The BDFP team has also been disseminating an 
awareness campaign each week for Earth Month 
on waste disposal, energy saving, wellness, and 
environmental justice.

Congratulations 
to all our 
safety, craft, 
and project 
management 
personnel 
for keeping 
Slayden’s 
jobsites safe.
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Our Slayden and MWH teams 

enjoyed a valuable and productive 

celebration of Construction Safety 

Week this past May. This year’s 

theme of Holistic Safety has 

sparked conversations on the 

importance of being physically and 

mentally present in every aspect 

of our work. This has become 

especially meaningful in the wake 

of the unforeseen challenges 

brought on by COVID-19 last year.

No aspect of our construction 

operations is more important 

than the health and safety of our 

people. At Slayden and MWH we 

think of ourselves as family. That 

means the risk on each project 

are tangible and the choices we 

make affect people that matter 

to us. That is why we make a 

commitment every single day 

to make sure every one of us is 

looking to prevent accidents in  

the workplace. 

SAFETY WEEK

No aspect 
of our 

construction 
operations is 
more important 
than the health 
and safety of 
our people. 

Over 90% of the western region of the U.S. has been enduring a historic and unyielding drought. These parched 
conditons affect some of the richest farmland in the country. 

This cycle of water scarcity has led to extreme heat conditions, tightened water restrictions, and is setting the 
western states up for an ominous wildfire season. Water conservation is now more significant than ever. With 
the average American using 82 gallons of water a day, here are some tips on how you can help cut down:

Closing taps tightly and fixing drips 
can save up to 180 gallons a week.

Turning off the tap while brushing 
your teeth can save 8 gallons of 
water. Turning it off while shaving 
can save 10.  

Wash your fruit and veggies in a 
large bowl to save water. Utilize 
your sprayer or turn off the water 
while hand washing dishes. 

Your tap uses 2 gallons of water for 
every minute it’s running.

Xeriscape and use native plants 
to minimize consumption. If you 
do need to water your lawn, do it 
during the cooler parts of the day 
(morning and evening).

Running 1 less load of dishes a 
week will save 320 gallons of water 
a year. 

Low flow shower heads reduce 
water usage by 25%.

Low flush toilets reduce water 
usage by 40% - 50%.

Insulate water pipes to reduce the 
amount of time you need to run 
water to bring the temperature up.  

When replacing appliances in your 
home, choose water-saving models 
to reduce consumption by up to 20%. 

c o n s e r v a t i o n
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8001 Arista Pl 
Suite 500, 
Broomfield, CO 80021

mwhconstructors.com

Join us in

mwhconstructors.ourcareerpages.com
slayden.ourcareerpages.com
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